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Background: The U.S. ranks ninth in obesity in the world (Forbes, 2007), and 

approximately 7% of the U.S. adults experience major depressive disorder. Social 

isolation from the stigma attached to obesity might trigger depression. 

Methods: This paper examines this impact of obesity on depression.  To overcome the 

endogeneity problem we construct pseudo panel data using Behavioral Risk Factor 

Surveillance System for the 1997-2008 periods. 

Results: The results are robust and found that BMI has a positive effect on depression 

days and fraction of depressed. 

Conclusion: We attempt to overcome endogeneity problem by using pseudo panel 

approach and find that an increase in the BMI would increase depression days (or being 

depressed) statistically significantly and big in magnitude. 
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MANUSCRIPT 1 

Introduction 2 

In recent years, obesity has become a major health issue in the U.S. The World Health 3 

Organization (WHO) estimated that, as of 2007, 74.1% of Americans over 15 were 4 

overweight and the U.S. ranked ninth in the world in terms of obesity 5 

(http://www.forbes.com/2007/02/07/worlds-fattest-countries-forbeslife-6 

cx_ls_0208worldfat.html, accessed July 2, 2012). The growth of obesity is also 7 

remarkable: 19.4% in 1997, 24.5% in 2004, and 26.6% in 2007 (National Health and 8 

Nutrition Examination Survey, 1997, 2004, 2007). 9 

Mental disorders may be another important issue related with obesity, although no study 10 

has provided a comprehensive analysis of associated causal relationships. 11 

Approximately 25% of all adults in the U.S. (approximately 57.7 million Americans) 12 

are reported to experience some mental health disorder in a given year (U.S. 13 

Department of Health and Human Services, 1999). Psychologists have found that 14 

obesity is considered a “stigma” because it is conceptualized as a form of physical 15 

deviance (DeJong, 1980).1 According to Goffman (1963)2, obese individuals are viewed 16 

as “not quite human” and subject to discrimination or avoidance. Richardson et al. 17 

(1961)3 conducted several experiments to rank preferences for six images of individuals 18 

(those with no physical handicap or some physical handicap and 10- or 11-year-old 19 

obese children). They found consistent preferences for no handicap over some handicap. 20 

Remarkably, the least preferred image was always that of obese children (Maddox et al., 21 

1968; Matthews and Westie, 1966).4.5 The stigma attached to obesity may generate 22 

considerable stress, which can lead to mental health disorders. 23 

Although the exact cause of depression remains unclear, textbook causes known thus far 24 
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include social isolation, abuse, certain medications such as cholesterol-reducing drugs, 25 

the death or loss of a significant other genetics, a serious illness, and substance abuse 26 

(http://umm.edu/health/medical/altmed/condition/depression, accessed July 2, 2012.) 27 

Therefore, social isolation due to the stigma attached to obesity might trigger depression. 28 

If obesity increases the likelihood of some mental disorder, then the true cost of obesity 29 

may be higher than estimated thus far. 30 

A number of studies have examined the relationship between obesity and depression, 31 

but no study has analyzed their causal relationship. The first issue is the reverse 32 

causality that depressed individuals may overeat or undereat (Mueller et al., 1995)6 and 33 

overeating (undereating) may generate an upward (downward) bias. Second, as Faith et 34 

al. (2002)7 and Comings et al. (1996)8 report, the common gene ObD7s1875 may make 35 

people obese and depressed simultaneously, and omitting this gene may be another 36 

source of upward bias for the OLS estimator. Unobserved individual characteristics can 37 

be another factor. If an individual shows a high discount rate (i.e., emphasizes the 38 

present), then he or she may overeat and engage in other unhealthy behaviors such as 39 

smoking or avoiding exercise. 40 

This paper attempts to identify the true causal relationship between obesity and 41 

depression by using pseudo panel approach. 42 

 43 

 44 

Methods 45 

We use the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS), which is an annual 46 

cross-sectional survey of the adult population (18 years of age or over). The BRFSS has 47 

one of the largest numbers of observation with state identifier so that it is the best data 48 
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available for this paper. We use the BRFSS data for the 1997-2008 periods which has 49 

consistent measure of depression variables. 50 

Depression, a measure of mental disorder, is calculated by the number of days that 51 

he/she felt not good during the last 30 days due to stress, depression, or problems with 52 

emotions. The measure 3.37 means that people had 3 days that they did not feel good in 53 

a month. We also consider binary variables for being 'depressed' if people feel bad more 54 

than half days of the month. Descriptive statistics show that 7% of the BRFSS 55 

population is classified as depressed for the sample period (Table 1). The key 56 

independent variable is obesity, which is measured by the BMI (weight in kilograms 57 

divided by the square of height in meters). 58 

 59 

[Insert Table 1 about here] 60 

 61 

We construct pseudo panel data for the analysis. Deaton (1985)9 suggests the use of 62 

cohorts to estimate a fixed effects model from repeated cross-sections. In his approach, 63 

individuals sharing some common characteristics are grouped into cohorts, after which 64 

the averages within these cohorts are treated as observations on a pseudo panel (Verbeek 65 

and Nijman, 1992; Verbeek, 2008).10,11 The simplest form is the representative agent for 66 

each state and time. Time is measured by year and month together. For example, 67 

January of 1997 is the unit of time. We will further construct four pseudo panels by 68 

adding gender, marital status, race (ethnic group separately), and education level one by 69 

one based on state and time pseudo panel. These pseudo panels can show causal 70 

relationship between obesity and depression since obesity in this level is not likely to be 71 

affected by reverse causality. It is because depressed people are reported to be 72 
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overeating or undereating depending on the individual. Here is econometric model with 73 

individual that we use: 74 

 75 

Yit = β0 + β1BMIit + β2Xit + αi + uit                     (1) 76 

 77 

where Yit is the measure of mental health outcomes for each individual i, and calendar 78 

year and month t, αi is the unobserved individual effects, uit is the error term, and X 79 

includes, gender, marital status, race (white, black, and other), hispanic, education(no 80 

high school diploma, high school diploma, some college, college diploma or higher), 81 

age and household income (<10K, 10K-15K, 15K-20K, 20K-25K, 25K-35K, 35K-50K, 82 

50K-75K, and over 75K).  83 

 84 

 85 

Results 86 

We present the pseudo panel regression results in Table 2. The first column of the Table 87 

2 shows the results for the simplest panel data. Every one unit increase in the BMI 88 

would increase the depression day by 0.159 for a month. Standard errors (in parentheses) 89 

are clustered by panel group. This method provides consistent standard errors if the 90 

errors are independent across groups while arbitrary correlation is allowed for within 91 

each cluster. 92 

The second column of Table 2 shows results for pseudo groups of state, time and gender. 93 

In this column male and female are not in the same group any more. Sample size 94 

doubles but the magnitude of coefficient decreased a third. As we consider marital status 95 

additionally coefficient of interest become 0.104 meaning one unit increase of BMI 96 
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would make people 0.1 additional depressed days out of sample mean(3.37) which is 3 97 

percent change. Considering race, ethnicity and education level improve the precision 98 

substantially although the coefficient is robust on this inclusion.  The preferred 99 

specification in column 5 means the following. One unit increase of BMI would 100 

increase the depression days by 0.093 and it is 2.8% of sample mean (3.37). It is 101 

statistically significant at 99% confidence level. 102 

 103 

[Insert Table 2 about here] 104 

[Insert Figure 1 about here] 105 

 106 

The magnitude of this estimate can be interpreted as follows. BMI has been increased 107 

from 25.845 in 1997 to 27.485 in 2008 in our data which is 1.64 unit increases. The 108 

average BMI increase during this period would make 0.17056(=0.104*1.64) more 109 

depression days per month. Considering depression days per month has been increased 110 

0.289 days per month BMI increase would explain 59% of total depression days per 111 

month variation based on our estimation. This is pretty big magnitude. 112 

Table 3 presents robustness of our results. The first concern is functional form of obesity 113 

measure. We tried quadratic and found U shape. BMI of 20.8 shows the minimum risk 114 

for depression and in the third and fourth column we found that thin people show 115 

statistically significant negative relationship with depression. However, obese people 116 

present statistically significant increase of depression. In the lower bottom we showed 117 

binary variable of depression as an outcome variable. One unit increase of BMI would 118 

increase the probability of depressed by 0.3%p which is 4.2% of sample mean (7%). It 119 

is statistically significant. During this period fraction of depressed population has been 120 
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increased from 6.3% to 7.4 % in our data as shown in Figure 1 which is 1.1 %p increase. 121 

BMI increase would explain 0.5%p(=0.003*1.64) and this will be 45 %  of total 122 

variation of fraction of depressed population change. This is huge change in magnitude.  123 

 124 

[Insert Table 3 about here] 125 

 126 

 127 

Discussion 128 

The prevalence of obesity has been rising for at least five decades (Burkhauser et al., 129 

2009)12 and mental illness is widely spread. We examine the effects of obesity on 130 

mental health using Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System which is nationally 131 

representative survey. It is difficult to identify causality because of endogeneity. For 132 

example, a depressed individual may overeat or undereat. We attempt to overcome this 133 

issue by using pseudo panel approach and find that an increase in the BMI would 134 

increase depression days (or being depressed) statistically significantly. 135 

This finding has very important policy implication. Based on Medical Expenditure 136 

Panel Survey 36.2 million people in the United States paid for mental health services 137 

totaling $57.5 billion in 2006 (https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/cost/mental-138 

healthcare-cost-data-for-all-americans-2006.shtml, accessed November 17, 2016.). 139 

Currently the economic costs of obesity range from $147 billion to nearly $210 billion 140 

per year (Cawley and Meyerhoefer, 2012).13 These estimated costs, however, does not 141 

include adverse impact of mental health condition. If we take this into account the cost 142 

of obesity could be increasing.   143 
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics (Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 1997-
2008) 

 Mean Std. Dev. 

Outcomes   

 Depression days per month 3.37 7.56 

 Depressed (Depression ≥ 16) 0.07 0.26 

Obesity   

 BMI(Body Mass Index) 26.94 5.36 

Demographic variables   

 Age 49.95 16.80 

Household Income   

Less than $10,000 0.05 0.23 

$10,000 to less than $15,000 0.06 0.24 

$15,000 to less than $20,000 0.08 0.27 

$20,000 to less than $25,000 0.10 0.30 

$25,000 to less than $35,000 0.14 0.35 

$35,000 to less than $50,000 0.18 0.38 

$50,000 to less than $75,000 0.17 0.38 

  $75,000 or more 0.22 0.41 

Observations 2,433,848 

* Note: The sample included individuals aged 18 and over. The depression measure is mental 
health, which includes stress, depression, and problems with emotions, for how many days 
during the past 30days was mental health not good. 

 187 

 188 

 189 

 190 
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Table 2. The Effect of Obesity on Depression 

Independent Variables 
Depression days per month 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

      

Obesity      

 BMI(Body Mass Index) 0.159* 0.135** 0.104** 0.111** 0.093** 

 (0.061) (0.030) (0.018) (0.008) (0.004) 

      

Reference Group 

State  

+ 

Year, 

Month 

(1) 

+ 

Male 

(2) 

+ 

Married 

(3) 

+ 

Race, 

Hispanic 

(4) 

+ 

Education 

      

R2 0.100 0.065 0.050 0.028 0.023 

Observations 6,914 13,828 27,645 109,378 285,334 

* Note: The dependent variable is depression, and the independent variables are BMI, age, 
household income level, year fixed effect and month fixed effect. Clustered standard errors by 
reference group level are provided in parentheses; * and ** indicate significance at the 5% and 
1% levels, respectively. 

 191 

 192 

 193 

 194 

 195 

 196 
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Table 3. The Effects of Obesity on Depression and Depressed 

Independent Variables Depression days per month 

   Subsample by minimum 
risk 

   BMI≤20.8 BMI>20.8 

BMI 0.093** -0.208** -0.230** 0.111** 

 (0.004) (0.034) (0.082) (0.004) 

BMI2  0.005**   

  (0.001)   

R2 0.023 0.024 0.019 0.024 

Observations 285,334 285,334 9,853 275,481 

Independent Variables Depressed(Depression≥16) 

   
Subsample by minimum 
risk 

   BMI≤20.8 BMI>20.8 

BMI 0.003** -0.007** -0.008** 0.003** 

 (0.0001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.0002) 

BMI2  0.0002**   

  (0.00002)   

R2 0.016 0.016 0.013 0.017 

Observations 285,334 285,334 9,853 275,481 

* Note: The dependent variables are depression and depressed, and the independent variables 
are BMI, BMI2, age, household income level, year fixed effect and month fixed effect. Clustered 
standard errors by reference group level are provided in parentheses; * and ** indicate 
significance at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Trend in BMI and Depression days per month 200 
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